Telling Arts |

Telling Arts is an online platform dedicated to promoting talented emerging artists from
Taiwan.
Through cooperation with different business entities and unique space, Telling Arts
curates customised exhibitions and inspiring art events to create new dialogues between
Taiwanese contemporary art scene and the the general public.
Featuring artists who express the dynamic characteristics of the world today, Telling Arts
aims at redefining the idea of exhibition and brings art closer to people. We look forward to
cooperating with different partners both in Taiwan and abroad to create innovative shows
that tell stories through art.

Wen Meng-Yu (1987-)
Wen Meng-Yu was born in Chiayi, Taiwan and had received both a B.F.A and a M.F.A in the
Department of Fine Arts in Taipei National University.
Recognised by significant art award juries, including Art Olympia, Long Yen Foundation
Art scholarship and Taipei Art Awards, Wen Meng-Yu is an artist who devotes herself to
the discovering of the relationship between human beings and spaces. She takes rooms as a
container of our daily life and captures the subtleties of human relationships through
furniture and object arrangements. Her art works are collected by "Art Bank, Taiwan", a
program under National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts and the renown Long Yen
Foundation collection.

Wen Meng-Yu
Meteor Showers 2013
Acrylic on canvas
80 x 80 cm

Wen Meng-Yu
Between You and Me 2013
Acrylic on canvas, serigraphy
80 x 80 cm

Wen Meng-Yu
Deep at Night 2013
Acrylic on canvas, serigraphy
40 x 80 cm x 2

Wen Meng-Yu
The Small Room 2013
Acrylic on canvas, serigraphy
40 x 80 cm x 2

We showcase emerging artists who are already telling the world with their art.

Hong Kong Asian Contemporary Art Show 2016
2016. 3. 24 - 3. 27
41F Room 07

www.tellingarts.com
facebook.com/tellingartspage
instagram.com/tellingarts
teling@tellingarts.com

